surface, it takes the shape of the indentation and forms a hybrid plasmonic structure constituting an inverse structure at the top and a solid one at the bottom. For more information on the plasmonic behaviour of the TPS refer to Karimullah et al. [2] . 
ORD measurements,  asymmetry and Bench Marking Chirality Detection with L-, D-and DL-Poly-lysine Films
We used Poly-lysine, a biocompatible cationic polymer that reproducibly creates 1 nm thick films when deposited from an aqueous solution. These films are often used to promote cell adhesion to a variety of surfaces. We created L-, D-and DL-poly lysine films using literature [3] protocols with stock solution obtained from Sigma Aldrich. The optical rotation dispersion from the LH and RH TPS's were measured and RH and LH were measured as the shift in the wavelength position of the ORD peaks for both the RH and LH structures respectively. The  asymmetry in the ORD shifts were calculated as =RH-LH.
Experimental data and  values (for peak 2, at the higher wavelength) are shown in Figure   S2 . As L-, D-and DL-layers exhibit the expected behaviour within experimental error: equal and opposite  values for D-and L-; and a zero value for DL-racemic mixture. 
EM Simulation
We have performed our numerical simulation of Maxwell's equations by using finite element approach with COMSOL v4.4 Multiphysics software with the Wave optics module. Incident light is polarized as shown in figure S1 (c). The ORD has been calculated using the far field electric field components and applying Stokes method. Periodic boundary conditions were used on all four vertical boundaries to account for the periodicity of the nanostructures with perfectly matched layers behind the input and output ports, (top and bottom). Swept mesh was used for the perfectly matched layers and tetrahedral meshing for the nanostructures and its surrounding media with automated meshing limited to a maximum element size of 22nm in the metal and 30 nm in the surrounding media. The chiral dielectric is realised using the constituent equations for a chiral dielectric medium:
Here, is the permittivity of free space, is the relative permittivity, is the permeability, is the complex electric field, is the complex magnetic flux density, is the magnetic field, is the electric displacement field and is a local parameter descripting the chiral property of a molecular layer. is only non-zero for a chiral dielectric. In order to simulate the opposite handed chiral dielectric, the sign of is changed to negative. To implement the constituent equations, the COMSOL equations were altered in the equation view of the physics setup (only for the chiral domain) to the following: 
Where є 0 is the permittivity of free space, is the angular frequency, * is the conjugate of the complex electric field vector, and is the complex magnetic field vector.
We have used = 5 × 10 −4 for our chirality factor which is approximated from the calculations described by Govorov et al. [5] . The general form for for a chiral molecule is given by:
The coefficient determines the magnitude of the chiral properties. The medium parameters are derived from the quantum equation of motion of density matrix assuming a low density of molecules. The parameters used here are λ0 = 380 nm, = 4.1 × 10 −4 and Γ = 0.4 eV. Figure S4 shows the plot of the absolute, real and imag values of as a function of . 
Mathematical Model for EIT
The coupled oscillator model for plasmon induced transparency first proposed by Zhang et al.
[6] and subsequently used in work by Tassin et al. [7] provide the basis of the model. The system is described by the following equations:
Here the radiative (bright) resonator is described by the excitation p(t) with a resonance frequency r and damping factor r. Similarly, the dark mode excitation is described by q(t) with a resonance frequency d and damping factor d. The two resonators are coupled via a complex coupling constant . The bright mode is driven by an external force f(t) and g is a constant indicating the coupling strength between the oscillator and the external force.
The equations are solved by assuming the following to be the solutions to these equations:
Since the coupling will depend on the phase difference between the two oscillators we consider that ̃= − ( − ) . Using solutions S10 and S11 in S8 and S9 gives us the following relations:
Using equation S13 in equation S12 gives:
S14
Equation S14 can provide the susceptibility using the relationship
S15
As our plasmonic system is based on a metallic film and not a transparent substrate, we need to cater for this through an effective medium approach and take an average of the susceptibility from the Au film and the plasmonic system.
S16
Here is the susceptibility of Au as the refractive index is the square root of the permittivity, the refractive index can then be found using:
Reflectivity is given by:
Here is the refractive index of the solution. Table S2 shows the definitions of the parameters used in the MATLAB implementation of the model. We develop an understanding of the model parameters by making small variations and evaluating the changes in reflectance. This allows for an intuitive approach to understanding the changes seen in experimental results and improving our fitting. Figure S5 shows the resulting effect on the calculated reflectance by varying individual parameters, varied by an amount similar to those seen in our experimental results, from their initial values (Table S2) in the plasmon induced transparency model. Changes in ωr show a shift for the entire envelope of the reflectance whereas changes in ωd move the increased reflectance peak in the middle. Both these changes also vary the heights of the peaks as the resonance positions of the bright and dark modes change relative to one another. Changes in κ effects the overall strength of the plasmon induced transparency effects. It also increases the splitting of the two dips in reflectance. Increasing bright mode damping, ϒr , causes the overall plasmon extinction to decrease and increasing the dark mode damping, ϒd, reduces the effect of the plasmon induced transparency, reducing the middle reflectance peak and height of the dips on either side. Changes in θ and Φ cause the ratio of the height in the side dips to vary without any significant resonance shifts. Increasing g has an effect almost similar but opposite to that of increasing ϒr by increasing the plasmonic extinction and making the overall envelope become deeper representing increased coupling and strength of the plasmonic excitation to the incident light. Increasing cg increases the reflectance due to plain gold thereby shifting the entire reflectance, including the background, higher without any significant change in the shape of the resonance features. The refractive index of the surrounding environment (ne) has no significant changes over the kind of expected experimental values. Plasmonic induced transparency is critical to the measurement, since it allows phase changes to be determined. Consequently, in a system which does not display plasmonic induced transparency (i.e. with =0), for instance one which exhibits a Fano like resonance, the  term has no meaning and the  parameter cannot be unambiguously determined. Without the presence of coupling (=0) between the bright and dark modes, the model shows no characteristics of an asymmetric line shape. Figure S6 shows a single peak representing the bright mode only. Theta which is the phase difference between the bright mode and the excitation changes the shape of the reflectivity, Figure S6 (a), shows changes that within experimental error can be considered as a shift in r, which equates to a change in the refractive index. Due to the absence of coupling the Phi value has no effect on the reflectivity, Figure S6 (b). Hence without any coupling, the measurement of the phase differences as achieved by a coupled oscillator mechanism would not be possible.
Salt Solution Fitting
Salt solutions with refractive indices of 1.337,1.34 and 1.344 were made and used to measure the resonance shift in comparison to water to evaluate the fitting model. Figure S7 The structural stability of the immobilised protein is evaluated by studying the affinity and specificity of the Affimers. This methodology is routinely used to evaluate the structural stability of immobilised Affimers / antibodies. Figure S8 shows that the immobilised Affimer retain their affinity for their specific targets and their specificity by not binding with others. Fluorescence emission spectra are sensitive to changes in tertiary structure. Figure S9 shows that the spectra for with and without cysteine are similar, indicating no large changes to the tertiary structure. Table S6 : ΔΔλ values (ΔλRH -ΔλLH) using the lower wavelength peaks (peak 1) from the ORD spectra in the Affimer paper.
Protein Fitting Results and ORD measurements

Chiral Simulation Fitting Results
Fitting was performed for the simulated data similar to that done for the experimental results. Table S6 shows the fitting parameters. In the simulations, the LH and RH structures have identical reflectivity for both LH and RH structures with linearly polarised light hence they have identical fitting parameters. The ΔΔλ values show a significant asymmetry in θ and φ. 
